Year 1 Term 2

Vocabulary

Story: Look Up!

Please note, these are words we hope your child will learn to understand and use in speech this term.
It is for your information so that you can support your child to develop their vocabulary.
Please do not feel that your child must be able to read and write these words by the end of term.
Literacy
Numeracy
Science
History
letter
Cube, cuboid,
space
past
letter sound
pyramid, sphere,
gravity
then
letter name
cylinder, cone
force
now
word
fraction
planets
change
sentence
half
stars
same
story
double
mercury
different
features
equal
venus
timeline
information
money
earth
chronological order
bullet point
coin
mars
explorer
exclamation
value
jupiter
memory
mark
number sentence
saturn
compare
instructions
practise
uranus
Neil Armstrong
adjective
apply
Neptune
Tim Peake
noun
reason
pluto
Mae Jemison
verb
measure
astronaut
Helen Sharman
description
pattern
rocket
simile
tens/ones
moon landing
alliteration
mission
Apollo 11

Curriculum Map
Year
Term 5 2017

Out of this World!
English
Phonics: Teaching phases2-5 in set groups.
This term we will explore instruction writing
and using ‘bossy’ verbs. Our descriptive
writing will be based around our story –
Look Up! We will explore persuasive writing
and posters.

Maths
This term in Maths we will be recognising 3D
shapes and their properties. We will explore
money and add amounts and have a go at
measuring. We will continue developing our
mathematical vocabulary through our whole
school PARD approach (Practise, Application,
Reasoning, Deepening). We will continue to
practise our times tables on a Friday.

Music

Science
This term in Science we will
explore space and planets. We will
discuss the question ‘What is
Space?’. We will explore gravity
and discover why we ‘stick’ to the
earth! We will learn about
astronauts and how they can live
in space.
We will even have a day at
‘astronaut school’ to see if we
could become astronauts!

PE

In PE we will be doing gymnastics. We will have
a go at balances and counter-balances. We will
learn how to balance safely on equipment. We
will also learn dancing techniques for our nativity
dance.

Computing

In computing we will continue our work on
algorithms by using and programming beebots.

Languages

Basic greetings in other languages. We will learn
a song in sign language.

We will continue to explore rhythm
and sound. We will also practise
learning and performing simple songs
and rhymes, and sing Christmas songs.

History

This term we will explore the lives of
significant men and women who have
contributed to national and
international achievements. E.g. Neil
Armstrong, Tim Peake, Helen Sharman
and Mae Jemison. We will put these
achievements on a timeline.

Art & Design
This term we will create firework artwork using
a range of materials. We will create a
collaborative backdrop for our nativity. In DT
we will design and build a rocket as part of our
space topic.

RE

“What gifts might Christians in my city have given
Jesus if he had been born here rather than in
Bethlehem?”

PSHE

This term we will continue the ‘Jigsaw’ PSHE
scheme and start the topic ‘celebrating difference’.

